THE SOPHISTICATION OF JAPANESE SLIP PORCELAIN
Friday 12, Saturday 13 and Sunday 14 October 2018

A journey through the Japanese mind and hands.

A fascinating technique inspired by the ancient Japanese ceramic culture that will allow us to develop contemporary projects of great beauty, refinement and lightness. Course of construction of objects with the use of slip porcelain and treatment of surfaces in the Japanese style. Preparation of porcelain, recipes. An ancient technique of liquid porcelain applied with current methods through the use of porcelain plates, applied also to sculptural objects. Drying, firing, glazing, corrections of cracks and deformations.

The artist will be on show in Faenza from the 9th to the 21st of October as part of the "Japanese October" Festival.
PROGRAM:
Fully practical lessons with a theoretical chapter dedicated to the preparation of slip porcelain

First day:
Preparation of liquid porcelain and precautions.
Preparation of slabs with slip porcelain, Japanese style surface intervention.
Methods of slip casting porcelain.
Construction of the pieces.
First firing.

Second day:
Finishing and cleaning of pieces.
Glazing.
Construction of new pieces.
Second firing and finishing of new pieces.

Third day:
Evaluation of results, corrections.
Design of new pieces for both sculpture and use.
Video-projection of the artist's works.

The 20-hours workshop lasts from 9.00 to 17.00 on Friday and Saturday and from 9.00 to 16.00 on Sunday.

All the participant will receive a samples box with lot of materials used during the workshop

INFO:
The workshop take place in the workroom of the Ceramic & Colours di Faenza in via Pana 34
For any other details call the Ceramic & Colours (0546 46936).
Email: info@ceramiccolours.it - www.ceramiccolours.it - info@facc-art.it - www.facc-art.it